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COMMENTARY

Editorial
GIVE `NEW' MUSIC A CHANCE
AS THE NINTH ANNUAL New Music Seminar opens in New York, it seems appropriate to
ponder the direction-or the lack thereof-of
popular music.
Although plenty of bands, mostly unknown,
have invented exciting new sounds, rap is the
only new musical form that has attracted a wide
following since the early '80s. Certain heavy
metal groups, such as Metallica and Guns N'
Roses, have enlarged that hoary genre to some
extent, but not so much that anyone except a fan

would notice.
The creative situation looked very different
nine years ago, when the first NMS was held.
Attended by only a couple of hundred industryites, that wild and woolly trial run focused on
"new" music on the cutting edge of popular
tastes. For a brief moment, it seemed possible to
break through the conservatism of radio and the

red tape of corporate record companies and
bring some innovative talent to a public hungry
for good, intelligent songs.

In the long term, breakthroughs were

achieved by a number of truly original artists,
ranging from U2 and Prince to Midnight Oil,
Run-D.M.C., Suzanne Vega, and Tracy Chapman. During the same period, a few established
acts, like Talking Heads and Joe Jackson, continued to break new ground while scoring commercial successes.
But these acts all followed completely different drummers. No movement of cutting-edge
artists arose to challenge the corporate hegemony-although in the country field, the failure of
"countrypolitan" records forced the major labels to move toward "new traditionalism," exemplified by such artists as Ricky Skaggs, Rosanne Cash, and the Desert Rose Ban'H.
Ironically, the stasis in musical development

has not prevented new artists from rising to the
top. In fact, it has facilitated their ascent, since
an immature act can copy a musical formula and
have a hit with the aid of an experienced producer. In the first half of 1988, nine debut albums
were certified platinum by the Recording Industry Assn. of America, compared with only three
in the first six months of 1987. None of them deviated very much from established commercial
formulas; none carried the craft of songwriting
forward.
So what's wrong with that? Nothing, insofar
as most of the public is concerned. Nothing,
from the viewpoint of the artists, labels, producers, and others who benefited from these deserved successes.
But the conformity of many new acts carries
some disturbing portents for the future. Regardless of the growth in CD sales, the health
(Continued on page 77)

CONTRACTS MUST PROTECT LABELS, T00
An Open Letter To Jeff Berke
Dear Mr. Berke:
Your Commentary, titled "The Problem With Record Contracts" (Bill-

board, June 4), was a real downer.
From the title, one could have hoped
for an insightful analysis intended to
educate Billboard readers in an objective fashion. Instead, you delivered a
diatribe full of exaggerations, inaccuracies, and provisions taken out of
context. In other words, your viewpoint was more inciting than insightful.
Before discussing any specifics,
you should know my views regarding
the respective roles of artist and record company lawyers in the negotiation of exclusive recording agreements. Astute artist attorneys recognize that having key record company
executives excited by an artist's music and committed to breaking the
artist in the marketplace is far more
important than specific contractual
guarantees, particularly if the guarantees being requested are of dubious practical value.
They further realize that the artist
is looking forward to a successful
long -term relationship with the record company and is anxious to start
off the new association on the right
foot. Thus, although they attempt to
maximize the benefits, rights, and
protections for their clients, they put
the negotiation of the specific contractual language into perspective;
they do not lose sight of the forest
for the trees and they do their part to

make sure that a hostile environment
does not develop.
The responsibilities of a record
company attorney go beyond making
sure that the documentation accurately reflects the financial terms negotiated and adequately protects the
record company's interests. The attorney is part of an overall team ef-

that neither the record company nor
the attorney is perceived as arbitrary
or rigid.
Now that I have set out my philosophical view of the roles of lawyers
in the negotiation of exclusive recording agreements, I will discuss some
of the specifics of your Commentary.
To horrify readers, you list "a host

`Your description

of future royalties
as a faint hope
is baseless bluster'
Michael J. Pollack is vice president and
general counsel of Arista Records

fort to strengthen the bond and relationship between the artist and the
record company, and he or she must
also do his or her part to make sure
that a hostile environment does not
develop. The successful record cornpany attorney not only understands
the overall philosophical principles
behind business -policy decisions and
the rationale for particular contractual provisions, but is able to communicate the same to the artist's attorney
in a clear and effective manner so

of grossly oppressive provisions in recording contracts" that you claim
most artists must agree to due to
their lack of bargaining power. Your
examples include royalty payments
on less than 100% of sales, free goods
provisions, packaging deductions, ad-

before we all nod out together.

the record companies will soon discontinue manufacture of LPs, probably in August.
I told him that I work for a major
record label, and while we are emphasizing CDs and cassettes, we
have no plans to halt production of
LPs. He said, "Well, maybe not all
the record companies, but most of
them."
I have reluctantly accepted the
probable ultimate demise of the LR
However, I cannot accept rumors

vance recoupment provisions, and
payment of mechanical royalties at
less than the statutory rates. (For the
record, these types of provisions, to
the extent that they appear in record
company contracts, are likely attrib-

utable to industry or particular record company practices and creative
negotiation techniques developed
through the years.)
The reality, Mr. Berke, is that the
economic effects of these types of
provisions are taken into account by
knowledgeable artist and label representatives when the financial terms
of the artist deal are negotiated. In
other words, what economic difference does it make if an artist is paid a
royalty of $1 for each record sold or
$2 in respect to half of the records
sold?
You devote several paragraphs to
the topic of unfairness and "how
grossly one-sided record contracts
are," but all you offer are unsupported assertions and misstatements.
If you truly believe (as your words

seem to indicate) that record companies are no more than passive investors taking a minimal risk, you are
badly misinformed. If it is so easy to
make money in this business, why
are such formerly great and successful companies as RSO, Casablanca,
ABC Records, and Liberty Records
no longer active participants in the industry? Recording agreements, particularly for new artists without a
track record, involve substantial financial risks at the time the contracts
are executed and commitments are
made. As in any other business, the
degree of risk affects the projected
return on investment and the rights
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More records like "Beds Are Burning" and fewer like "Foolish Beat"
would be a nice start.
Steven Kerry
Los Angeles, Calif.
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SHEEP-BRAIN FODDER

Radio is playing music to work by-

unchallenging, stupid fodder for
sheep -brains. At this point, it's hard
to believe the most lamebrained
teen mall girl buys this stuff that is
listed as top 10. I can count two singles on the top 100 for which I
would pay $1.98!
Let's pray for a pop renaissance

DON'T COUNT OUT THE LP

While browsing in the Encino,
Calif., Wherehouse store recently, I
remarked to the clerk that the folk
section, which at one time had been
extensive, now consists of only two
albums. He told me with absolute
authority that the Wherehouse is
phasing out its LPs entirely because

from supposedly knowledgeable
sources that either stem from com-

get consumers to throw out their
turntables.
The LP is still alive. Let's not nail
down the coffin prematurely.
Joan Manners
Encino, Calif.
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